E

EDUCATION FOR MISSION (2021)
GUM MOON:
A NOVEL OF SAN FRANCISCO CHINATOWN
JEFFREY L. STALEY
SELF-PUBLISHED (2018)

In 1898, three-year-old Chinese-American girl Mei Chun Lai is sold
to a cruel brothel keeper, where a sympathetic prostitute befriends
her. Two years later, at the height of a plague quarantine, a young
Methodist woman rescues Chun and places her in a home for
abused and traffcked girls. The home is destroyed in the 1906
earthquake and fre. Chun (aka “Maud”) and a group of seven
other Chinese children embark on a cross-country singing tour to
raise funds to rebuild. When their home matron suffers a breakdown, 13-year-old Maud must lead the band of children home.
Based on a true story.

LEADING WHILE MUSLIM: THE EXPERIENCES OF
AMERICAN MUSLIM PRINCIPALS AFTER 9/11
DEBBIE ALMONTASER
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD (2018)

This book examines the lived experiences of American Muslim principals who serve in public schools in a post-9/11 world to determine
whether global events, political discourse, and the media coverage
of Islam and Muslims have affected their leadership and spirituality.
Such a study is intended to help readers to gain an understanding of
the adversities that American Muslim principals have experienced
post-9/11 and how to address these adversities, particularly through
decisions about educational policy and district leadership.

MY SAVIOR IS THE MASSES: DANCING ALONG
THE PATH TO JUSTICE
BY JOY PRIM
SELF-PUBLISHED (2019)

Follow the story of Global Ministries mission intern Joy Prim. Joy
frst served in Hong Kong, working with an NGO serving migrant
women domestic helpers from around Southeast Asia, and then in
California, serving with an NGO friend from her international placement. After fnishing her offcial missionary assignment, she stayed
on, working with the community to continue their collective organizing. Join her through her blog, which she initially began as a way
to document her experiences as a missionary and has continued as
she’s followed Jesus to the community margins.
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EDUCATION FOR MISSION (2021)
A ROAD CALLED DOWN ON BOTH SIDES:
GROWING UP IN ETHIOPIA AND AMERICA
CAROLINE KURTZ
CATALYST PRESS (2019)

Growing up in the remote mountains of 1950s Ethiopia, Caroline
enjoyed American missionary family life. Outside, her world was
shaped by drums and the joy cry; treks into the countryside;
ostriches on the airstrip; and the crackle of several languages she
barely understood but longed to learn. She felt exiled to a foreign
country when she went to Illinois for college and later returned to
Ethiopia to teach. But rather than returning to her childhood home,
maybe it would have been better just to treasure her memories.

THE UNSTOPPABLE GARRETT MORGAN
JOAN DICICCO
ILLUSTRATED BY EBONY GLENN
LEE & LOW BOOKS (2019)

“If a man puts something to block your way, the frst time you go
around it, the second time you go over it, and the third time you go
through it.” Living by these words made inventor and entrepreneur
Garrett Morgan unstoppable. Growing up in Kentucky, the son of
freed slaves, young and curious Garrett was eager for life beyond his
family’s farm. This compelling picture book tells the story of his ingenuity and tenacity that overcame racial barriers as he forged a career
as a successful businessman and inventor.
Suitable for youth.

It cannot be that the people should grow in grace unless they give themselves
to reading. A reading people will be a knowing people.”
John Wesley
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (2021)
ANXIOUS TO TALK ABOUT IT: HELPING WHITE
CHRISTIANS TALK FAITHFULLY ABOUT RACISM
CAROLYN B. HELSEL
CHALICE PRESS (2017)

Talking about race can make us anxious. Professor and pastor Carolyn
Helsel draws on her experiences with white congregations to offer
tools and practices to explore the anxious feelings that can come up
when talking about racism. Learn how to join the hard conversations
and move forward with less fear, more compassion and more knowledge of self, others and the important issues at stake.

CINDERELLA LIBERATOR
REBECCA SOLNIT
ILLUSTRATED BY ARTHUR RACKHAM
HAYMARKET BOOKS (2019)

In this modern, feminist twist on a classic fairytale, Ella meets her
fairy godmother, goes to a ball, and makes friends with a prince. But
that is where the familiar story ends. Instead of waiting to be rescued,
Cinderella learns that she can save herself and those around her by
being true to herself and standing up for what she believes.
Suitable for youth.

FAILING BOLDLY: HOW FALLING DOWN IN MINISTRY
CAN BE THE START OF RISING UP
CHRISTIAN COON
DISCIPLESHIP RESOURCES (2017)

Few people would consider failure to be a gift from God. If you are trying to energize and grow a ministry, however, embracing the lessons
and gifts of failure may be the best way to maintain an encouraging
place for people to seek the heart of God, according to Christian Coon,
who is also the author of a chapter in the 2020 Spiritual Growth Study,
Finding Peace in an Anxious World. Personal stories of missteps and
mistakes of those working to grow ministries show how failure is a
springboard to new experiences and, hopefully, a deeper connection
to God.
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (2021)
FOLLOW THAT MAP!
A FIRST BOOK OF MAPPING SKILLS
SCOT RITCHIE
LEE & LOW BOOKS (2019)

Pablo and his friends want to spend the last day of summer at Coney
Island. They can ride bumper cars or play ring toss—there’s so much
to do! But frst, they need to fgure out how to get there from their
neighborhood. It’s a long trip, so it’s a good thing Pablo has his trusty
maps. This early chapter book is part of a series about fve friends
from diverse backgrounds navigating the world around them.
Suitable for youth.

#NOTYOURPRINCESS:
VOICES OF NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN
EDITED BY LISA CHARLEYBOY AND MARY BETH LEATHERDALE
ANNICK PRESS (2017)

Whether looking back to a troubled past or welcoming a hopeful
future, the powerful voices of Indigenous women across North America resound in this eclectic collection of poems, essays, interviews
and art. Stories of abuse, humiliation and stereotyping are countered
by the voices of passionate women making themselves heard and
demanding change. Sometimes angry, often refective, but always
strong, the women in this book will give readers insight into the lives
of women who, for so long, have been virtually invisible.
Suitable for youth.

SPEAKING WELL: ESSENTIAL SKILLS FOR SPEAKERS,
LEADERS, AND PREACHERS
ADAM HAMILTON
ABINGDON PRESS (2015)

The thought of speaking in public strikes fear in the hearts of many.
But we are often called upon to speak, teach, preach or make presentations in our work and personal lives. This pocket guide offers
nineteen powerful tips and tactics that lead to excellent speaking in
any setting.
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NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY (2021)
BABBIT AND JOAN, A RABBIT AND A PHONE
DENISE TURU
FLYAWAY BOOKS (2020)

Sometimes friends are best off with a little time apart. That’s true for
Babbit, a rabbit, and Joan, his phone. Yet Babbit has never left Joan
at home before. Does he dare go out on a solo excursion? How will
he know what to do? What if he gets lost? This charming, low-tech
tale reveals that a small adventure can open up big possibilities.
Suitable for children.

BINKLE’S TIME TO FLY
SHARMILA COLLINS
ILLUSTRATED BY CAROLINA RABEI
FLYAWAY BOOKS (2020)

Binkle can’t wait until he turns from caterpillar to butterfy. He’ll
fnally have strong, beautiful wings to take him high into the sky.
But when the day comes, something is terribly wrong. Why are
Binkle’s wings so wispy and weak? How will he ever fy like the
other butterfies if his wings are nothing like theirs? With some
help and creativity, maybe there is a way to fy. . .
Suitable for children.

DANGLING: I MAY HAVE CANCER,
BUT CANCER DOESN’T HAVE ME!
AMY CARR
WESTBOW PRESS (2016)

Are you or someone you love facing cancer? Perhaps you are
coping with a chronic illness or facing one of the biggest disappointments of your life. Have you ever wondered how such a trial could
change your life for the better? This is a personal story about how
sometimes God teaches life-changing lessons that we otherwise
would not have learned.
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NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY (2021)
THE HATE U GIVE
ANGIE THOMAS
BALZER + BRAY (2017)

Starr, 16, moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood
where she lives and her fancy suburban prep school. This uneasy
balance is shattered when she witnesses the fatal police shooting
of her childhood best friend, Khalil. Soon after, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, a drug dealer or a
gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets. Cops and the local
drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What really went
down that night? The only person who can answer that is Starr.
Suitable for youth.

INDIAN NO MORE
CHARLENE WILLING MCMANIS WITH TRACI SORELL
TU BOOKS (2019)
Regina Petit’s family has always been Umpqua, and living on the
reservation is all 10-year-old Regina has ever known. But when
the federal government enacts a law that says Regina’s tribe no
longer exists, Regina becomes “Indian no more” overnight. For
the frst time in her life, Regina comes face-to-face with the
viciousness of racism when her family moves to Los Angeles.
In this moving middle-grade novel, Regina must fnd out: Who is
Regina Petit? Is she Indian, American, or both? And will she and
her family ever be okay?
Suitable for youth.
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NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY (2021)
LET’S WORK!:
MEXICAN FOLK ART: TRABAJOS
CYNTHIA WEILL AND BRYANT BOUCHER
CINCO PUNTOS PRESS (2019)

This early-concept bilingual book brings every kind of job to life,
including the work of the dedicated palm weavers of Flavio Gallardo’s
workshop, whose miniature palm weavings illustrate this playful book
while teaching words for “work” in two languages. You can hold the
woven illustrations in the palm of your hand—most pieces are no
bigger than a dime! (Please use caution with children under three.)
Suitable for children.

THE LIFESAVING CHURCH: FAITH COMMUNITIES
AND SUICIDE PREVENTION
RACHAEL A. KEEFE
CHALICE PRESS (2018)

Is your church prepared to save lives? Pastor Rachael Keefe shares
her own painful story of depression and suicidality to help churches
recognize and respond to those who are suffering. Each chapter includes actions to become a lifesaving community; an additional study
guide is available for download.

A LIVING GOSPEL: READING GOD’S STORY IN
HOLY LIVES
ROBERT ELLSBERG
ORBIS BOOKS (2019)

These refections on the lives of saints, prophets and spiritual masters draw particular attention to models of holiness that speak to
the needs of our time. Dorothy Day, Thomas Merton, Henri Nouwen
and Flannery O’Connor are among those examined, as well as holy
people who charted their own paths. In learning how to read the
“living gospel” in their stories, we may learn to read our own lives
in the same light.
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NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY (2021)
SULWE
LUPITA NYONG’O
ILLUSTRATED BY VASHTI HARRISON
SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS (2019)

Sulwe has skin the color of midnight. She is darker than everyone in
her family. She is darker than anyone in her school. Sulwe just wants
to be beautiful and bright, like her mother and sister. Then a magical
journey in the night sky opens her eyes and changes everything.
Suitable for children

I’ve really enjoyed the books in the Reading Program and have learned a lot,
which is the point! Our Reading Program involvement has about doubled this
past year with the start of our book group. It also has helped to have all the
usable Reading Program Books on one list and marked with which ones are in
our own UMW library and what is available in our public library. Thanks for all
the work you put in to making it all available to us.”
Carol, Reading Program member
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SOCIAL ACTION (2021)
CROCODILE’S CROSSING: A SEARCH FOR HOME
YOERI SLEGERS
FLYAWAY BOOKS (2020)

Crocodile is tired, scared and hopeful as he searches for his new
home. “Everything will be better where I’m going!” he thinks. Featuring bright artwork, this thoughtful tale sensitively introduces children
to the complex topic of immigration and portrays the challenges faced
by refugees and other newcomers.
Suitable for children.

FERGUSON AND FAITH: SPARKING LEADERSHIP
AND AWAKENING COMMUNITY
LEAH GUNNING FRANCIS
CHALICE PRESS (2015)

The shooting death of Michael Brown reignited a long-smoldering
movement for justice, with many St. Louis–area clergy stepping up to
support the young leaders of today’s civil rights movement. Seminary
professor Leah Gunning Francis was among the activists. Her interviews with more than two dozen faith leaders and organizers demonstrate that being called to lead a faithful life can take us to places we
never expected to go.

FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS: HOPE AND FORGIVENESS
AFTER THE CHARLESTON MASSACRE
REV. SHARON RISHER WITH SHERRI WOOD EMMONS
CHALICE PRESS (2019)

Plunged into the depths of mourning, anger and shock, the Reverend Sharon Risher could have wallowed in the pain of losing her
mother and two cousins at the hands of a white supremacist during
the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church massacre. Instead,
she chose the path of forgiveness and hope—eventually forgiving
the convicted killer for his crime.
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SOCIAL ACTION (2021)
GIRL GONE MISSING: A CASH BLACKBEAR MYSTERY
MARCIE R. RENDON
CINCO PUNTOS PRESS (2019)

Nineteen-year-old Anishinabe woman Renee “Cash” Blackbear
hears about a blonde girl in her English class who has gone missing. And then another. She begins to dream about blonde girls
calling for help; they’re in Minneapolis. She’s never been far from
the Red River and she’s never heard of white slavery. Then, suddenly, she’s locked inside a room with the lost girls. She needs
to fnd a way out.

NO JUSTICE: ONE WHITE POLICE OFFICER, ONE
BLACK FAMILY, AND HOW ONE BULLET RIPPED
US APART
ROBBIE TOLAN AND LAWRENCE ROSS
CENTER STREET (2018)

A white police offcer shot a young black man named Robbie Tolan
in the chest, right in his own driveway. It was a mistake, and yet no
one was willing to take responsibility. How do you pick up the pieces
of your life when society and the legal system let you down? In a
journey that took nearly a decade, Robbie was held together by the
strength of his parents, his faith in God, and an impenetrable belief
that he deserved justice like any other American.

REST IN POWER:
THE ENDURING LIFE OF TRAYVON MARTIN
SYBRINA FULTON AND TRACY MARTIN
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE (2017)

Trayvon Martin has become a symbol of social justice activism,
as has his hauntingly familiar image: the photo of a child wearing
a hoodie and gazing silently at the camera. But who was Trayvon
before he became an icon? And how did one black child’s death in a
small Florida town become the match that lit a civil rights crusade?
Trayvon’s parents take readers beyond the news cycle with an
account only they could give.
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SOCIAL ACTION (2021)
WOMEN RISE UP: SACRED STORIES OF RESISTANCE
FOR TODAY’S REVOLUTION
KATEY ZEH
THE FAR PRESS (2019)

Hannah struggled with depression over her infertility. Mary Magdalene witnessed the execution of her friend. Ruth was an undocumented migrant worker at risk of sexual violence. And yet, these
women discovered powerful ways to resist by claiming the power
of their innate sacred worth. What can we learn from these foremothers of our faith that will help guide us in our collective struggle
for gender justice today?

. . . for wisdom is better than jewels, and all that you may desire cannot
compare with her.”
Proverbs 8:1–21
“The Gifts of Wisdom”
Scriptural basis for the Reading Program
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH (2021)
ADAMANT: FINDING TRUTH IN A UNIVERSE
OF OPINIONS
LISA BEVERE
BAKER PUBLISHING GROUP (2018)

What is truth? This has become the defning question of our time. But
while everyone has an opinion, truth, it seems, is getting harder to fnd.
Theologically deep yet intimately accessible, this book will anchor your
soul in a raging sea of opinions, giving you a clear sense of direction in
a wandering world.

BEYOND LONELINESS:
THE GIFT OF GOD’S FRIENDSHIP
TREVOR HUDSON
UPPER ROOM BOOKS (2016)

Loneliness touches everyone, and it can be one of the most painful
experiences of life. People long for relationship with others, but what
may surprise them is that God longs to be friends with them. This
book provides guidance for building a close friendship with God and
easing the ache of loneliness.

DINNER BY CANDLELIGHT: COMFORT
AND JOY FOR ADVENT
KEVIN LOUISE SCHANER
XULON PRESS (2017)

Christmas is coming! Feeling anxious? Expect hope, love, joy and
peace this Advent. Rekindle your anticipation of Christ’s birth with
comforting conversation.
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH (2021)
FAITHFUL FAMILIES: CREATING SACRED
MOMENTS AT HOME
TRACI SMITH
CHALICE PRESS (2017)

Add family faith moments to your daily routine with little or no prep
and share meaningful spiritual experiences with your children. The
author, a pastor and mother of three, offers creative ways to discover
and develop new spiritual practices as a family, whether you’re a new
seeker or a lifelong follower.

THE JOURNEY BETWEEN US: MY FAITH WALK:
OVERCOMING GRIEF TO FINDING JOY IN THE JOURNEY
LISA MCGRATH
WESTBOW PRESS (2018)

The JOurneY Between Us tells the inspiring story of how the author’s
faith guided her through several unthinkable events that shook her
world to its core. That same faith allowed her to grow as she learned
to trust God’s plan and perfect timing. In their darkest hours, she and
her family turned to God, and that has made all the difference on their
path together.

ONE DAY I WROTE BACK: INTERACTING WITH
SCRIPTURE THROUGH CREATIVE WRITING
JANE HERRING
UPPER ROOM BOOKS (2015)

Do you struggle to relate the Bible to your daily life? This guide will
help you talk back to those scripture passages you don’t understand.
Ask questions, explore your life, plead, praise and ponder—you’ll fnd
simple, practical tools for beginning and experienced writers. A perfect
resource for individuals, small groups and retreats.
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH (2021)
RIGHT HERE RIGHT NOW: THE PRACTICE OF
CHRISTIAN MINDFULNESS
AMY G. ODEN
ABINGDON PRESS (2017)

Many Christians practice mindfulness outside of church and believe
it does not belong to our faith tradition. However, Christians have
always practiced mindfulness. This book reveals the Christian roots
of mindfulness and the actual practices that, when reclaimed, deepen
the life of faith and the power of our mission of love in the world.

SLEEP, PRAY, HEAL: A PATH TO WHOLENESS
AND WELL- BEING (HEALING MEMOIR BOOK 1)
DONNA FADO IVERY
ADVENTURES IN HEALING (2019)

A 200-pound glass partition fell on Donna Fado Ivery’s head, resulting
in brain injury, disability and chronic pain. How would she care for
her infant, her preschooler, her husband and herself? How would she
continue to serve as pastor? With humor and humility, this inspirational
memoir speaks to Donna’s struggle and the abiding support of family
and the Holy Spirit.
The audiobook of Sleep, Pray, Heal available on Audible July 10, 2021.

THEY CALL ME GÜERO: A BORDER KID’S POEMS
DAVID BOWLES
CINCO PUNTOS PRESS (2018)

Güero is Mexican American, at home on both sides of the river. He’s
starting seventh grade with a woke English teacher who knows how
to make poetry cool. In Spanish, “Güero” is a nickname for guys with
pale skin. But make no mistake: our red-headed, freckled hero is puro
Mexicano. Güero is also a nerd—reader, gamer, musician. Trusting in
his family’s traditions, his accordion and his bookworm squad, he faces
seventh grade with book smarts and a big heart.
Suitable for youth.
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BONUS BOOKS (2021)

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
RISE!: FROM CAGED BIRD TO POET OF THE PEOPLE,
MAYA ANGELOU
BETHANY HEGEDUS
ILLUSTRATED BY TONYA ENGEL
LEE & LOW BOOKS (2019)

Writer, activist, trolley car conductor, dancer, mother and humanitarian—Maya Angelou’s life was marked by transformation and
perseverance. This comprehensive and beautifully illustrated
picture-book biography geared towards older readers traces Maya’s
life from her early days, through her work as a freedom fghter, and
to her triumphant rise as a poet of the people.
Suitable for youth.

SOCIAL ACTION
PUSHOUT: THE CRIMINALIZATION OF BLACK GIRLS
IN SCHOOLS
MONIQUE W. MORRIS
THE NEW PRESS (2018)

Despite increased attention to the mass and over-incarceration
of Black men, the plight of criminalized Black women and girls is
overlooked, underreported and under-analyzed. Even with obstacles, stigmas, stereotypes and despair, Black girls still fnd ways to
breathe remarkable dignity into their lives in classrooms, juvenile
facilities and beyond, and challenge the rest of us to do the same.
Also included this year is the Leader’s Guide for Mission u Study
Leader’s by Vanessa M. Wilson, which can be downloaded at:
unitedmethodistwomen.org/pushout-the-criminalization-of-blackgirls-in-schools
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BONUS BOOKS (2021)

NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY
WOMEN UNITED FOR CHANGE:
150 YEARS IN MISSION
ELLEN BLUE
UNITED METHODIST WOMEN (2019)

Explore and celebrate the history of United Methodist Women and
its predecessor organizations. Despite serious resistance from
churchmen, our foremothers formed foreign missionary societies
and home missionary societies and helped establish the deaconess
program. As United Methodist Women celebrates its 150th anniversary, members can step out with creative ministries because the
women who came before them laid a strong foundation.

SPIRITUAL GROWTH
FINDING PEACE IN AN ANXIOUS WORLD
EDITED BY ERIN JAMES-BROWN
UNITED METHODIST WOMEN (2020)

This mission study uses the book of Proverbs and “The Serenity
Prayer” as a guide to help Christians fnd their way through anxiety,
worry and fear and move towards God’s peace, which surpasses all
understanding.

Note: Listening to three Faith Talks podcasts (see page 8) will also earn you a
Bonus Book in the Spiritual Growth category.
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